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☜Make hay whilst the sun shines☝
Although outsourcing has received most of the IT services quote and clearly sees its futurein overseas expansion. MSB

headlines this decade, it is perhaps the lTstaff agency sector has achieved a quite remarkable 83% organic revenue growth

which has seen the most changes. Astute readers will see rate (see p2) in its latest year and ☜Holway estimates" should

that we have revised (upwards) our estimates for revenue exceed revenues of £120m in the current year. By contrast,

growth in the sector considerably. Not because we got the Parity (via CSS Trident) achieved aquite modest 9% revenue

number of contractors wrong but in previous years we failed growth in 1996 but has decided to move up the value chain
to recognise the full effect of the increase in fee rates - now ☜eschewing the commodity end of the market☝.
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services companies will 5°""☁°' ☜☂97 ☜mm ☜mum☝ The future? Bluntly we
themselves turn to staff see even more
contractors to meet demand. Indeed, in an interview with consolidation. There are still many privately owned IT

one prominent quoted IT staff agency recently we were agencies in the UK and some would be welladvised to realise
amazed to learn that four of the rewards for their hard

 

their top customers were IT Lead'ng 'T 3☁3" and Recrunmem Agendes work sooner ratherthan later.
services companies - to be by UK Revenues But price expectations are
precise EDS, IBM, ICL and 1997 UK revenues >£100m already high. Indeed, Carl
Sema. We well remember our Chapman from CFIT has said

on more than one occasion
that he does not intend to pay
the silly prices some now still
expect.
But anote of caution. This

days at Hoskyns when we

were proud to say that we

would never use contractors -

those days are now truly gone!

But it is both the structure and

leading players in the agency sector has always been the

market that have seenthe I barometer of the sector...the
greatest changes. The M5,, .☜fj first to indicate an upturn but
rankings of our estimates of International also the first to downturn

1997 UK revenues from IT ahead of recession. It 2000
agency and recruitment proves to be the watershed
activities shows thatCRT after ☜5 for the industry that some
its acquisition oflntertech<see "MM/Pm" suggest, this sector could
p2) - its fourth such acquisition indeed suffer very badly. No

in 12 morlihs ' has DataPUlted 5°" ☜9'☝ ☜°°☂☜ ☜50'☝ MW☝ doubtthis isthe reason forthe
it to the #1 posi on- Delphi (Vie1 ☜m, menu☝ "Holwny" "um-m oi diversification ☜up the value
Computer People) had been [:1 tram loctor In UK In isse :K1§;;""°☂ "°"☁ ☜°☁°' chain" described earlier. the leader for some time. Butforthemomentthesun
Delphi (also see p2) has this month gone fOr a NASDAQ is indeed shining and there is lots of hay to be made!
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IT StaffAgenctesin.☁ the news this manth...

  

Further acquisition by CRT - now UK☂s #1
CRT is now (see p1) the largest IT contract recruitment

company in the UK with an estimated annual run rate of
c£190m afterthe acquisition of Intertech. The price to be

paid is £10.8m (£2m shares, remainder in cash). Intertech
had 100 staff and 1996 revenues of £28.2m and an
operating profit (before non recurring exceptionals) of

£1 .2m. On these figures, this seems quite a bargain. Even

after the acquisition, CRT still has o£45m net cash and is

to be praised for not paying silly money for companies.
At CRT☂s AGM this month, Chairman Steven Fink was

buoyant about current and future trading. ☜The first half
turnover is likely to be substantially ahead of last year...
CFtT will report a strong first half PBT performance".
After a "quiet spell", CRT☂s shares performed exceeding
well this month, rising 19% to end Oct. on 322p

Delphi becomes the latest UK NASD.AQer
Delphi has announced that it is to undertake an IPO on
NASDAQ of 5.75m new shares. This will raise c£36m net
and the decision, according to CEO Tony Reeves ☜reflects

our confidence in our prospects in the US marketplace,
where our performance has grown significantly year on
yeaf☂. The IPO follows Delphi raising '$50m in early Sep.
in 10-year Senior Loan Notes. The deal provoked some
critical press comment as, for various technical reasons,

the IPO means that the directors will now benefit by the
early exercise of share options without necessarily
achieving the performance goals originally set.
US revenues are now at an annualised rate of cEBOm
after various US acquisitions - Automated Concepts (cost

$2m), Netserv (up to $2.5m), Alpine Computer ($24.5m)
and SystemLink ($2.6m). US profits now account for
almost a third of total profits.
At the same time as the NASDAQ announcement, Delphi
released its results for the six months to 30th Jun. 97.
Revenue increased 33% at £1 33.4m (£40m from the US)
PBT up 23% to £7m with a more modest 10% rise in EPS.
UK revenue was only up a rather modest 16% at £84m -
surprising given thepresent buoyant market conditions

described on p1. European revenues increased an even

more modest 10% at £9.1m (but 30% up on constant
exchange rates).
Of course, the placing will dilute the holdings of UK

institutions and negatively affect EPS so Delphi now needs
to put its foot down on the growth accelerator, probably
by consummating more and bigger acquisitions - Delphi

has already upped its stake in French Decan to 31%. As
many readers know, NASDAQ is atcugh market with high

expectations. Fail and you get hit hard.
The shares ended Oct. on 693p, a fall of just 1% in the

month. Analysts are now forecasting full year profits of
£16m - a forward P/E of around 18.

Comment UK investors are apparently annoyed that they
didn't get the chance to participate in a rights issue here

in the UK. However, Delphi☂s advisers saythey found little
support forthis. We have reported before that, in our view,
NASDAQ does not really understand or value IT services
(as compared to software products) companies and
London would be a better market base.
Delphi is the first UK IT services company to get a joint

UK/US quote. We will watch their reception with interest

as it☂s the US ☜after-market" which is usually much more
problematic.
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83% organic growth at M85
M83 International has announced an excellent set of

interim figures for the six months ending 31st Jul. 97.
These seem to put them on track to be the third largest IT
staff agency in the UK based on 1997 revenues.
Revenues increased 83% at £54.9m, PBT went up 72%
to £3.7m (or a lower 53% if the exceptional flotation costs
in-1996 are included) with EPS up 73% (or a lower 53%
with exceptionals). MSB's contractor numbers have now
increased from 1,350 at the beginning of 1997 to over

2,000 by September. These results are even more

creditable if you consider that all growth is organic
within the UK - or perhaps it☂s because of this specific
focus that MSB have done so well! Margins are, in fact,
slightly down "due to investment in the infrastructure☝ .

But let☂s not be too critical - even at 6.75% they are still

about a third higher than their competitors.

Chairman David Sugden commented ☜We continue to

benefit from the buoyant IT market and specifically the

increasing demand for IT contractors. Our market share

continues to grow and our con dence in our prospects is

undiminished".

FD Peter Flaherty said that they expect charge out rates.

(currently between £20l£65 per hour) for IT contractors

to rise 20% in the current year (and this follows on the

17% increase last year).
Readers may recall that MSB floated in May 96 at 190p .

They ended Oct. on 563p - that's a 196% premium to the

original flotation price and one of the best performing

shares in the sector in the last year. MSB☂s directors still

hold 060% of the shares. They (and other investors) have

done very well and could well do even better in the current

climate.

☜Maiden☝ results from Harvey Nash
Harvey Nash was one of latest IT agencies to float on

the main market in Apr. 97 at 175p. They have performed
exceedingly well since, ending Oct. 97 on 290p.
Maiden results as a quoted company show revenues up
45% at £23.8m, PBT up 18% at £2.11m and EPS up 19%.
If flotation costs are excluded PBT would have risen by
36% to £2.43m and EPS increased by 37%. It's all organic.

too.
Harvey Nash makes about 18% of its revenues outside
the UK in Germany and Switzerland and, like many others.
has seen its profits hit by the strength of sterling. On
constant exchange rates, profits would have been up 41%-
About 75% of revenues come from IT contractors which
makes a fairly typical 6.6% operating margin. The

Executive Search and Section activity - although a third
of the size - makes almost as much profit and a 21%

operating margin. They also have a 25% stake in Internet

Appointments which, although reporting a small loss,

Claims to be the leading IT recruitment site on the Internet.

☜The market for recruitment sen/ices is set to remain

strong. We look forward to the future with considerable

confidence☝. Forecasts are for 25.1 m PBT at the full year.

Northern Recruitment Group plc floats
Northern Recruitment Group is coming to the main

market by way of a placing by Beeson Gregory. About

15% of their revenues relate to IT agency staff and

recruitment. NFt made profits of £1.72m on revenues up
42% at £10.4m in the year to 30th Jun. 97. That's an
excellent 17% profit margin.
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Azlan - a truly ghastly tale
This is not a tale for those of a nervous disposition. If you have any experience in this industry,
have experienced some, if not all, of the woes that have befallen Azlan. But most manage
(including non executives) have spotted the problems in time to fix them before they cause real disaster.
Let us just briefly recap. Azlan (provider of equipment, training and support services for networks) was a new float in
Nov. 93 at 230p. The share price has uctuated widely hitting a low of 118p in Mar. 95 and a high of 760p in Aug. 96.
Azlan then announced a 3♥for♥10 rights issue at 630p in Nov. 96 to fund the purchase of Akam (a Dutch provider of
network training etc.) The rights issue was a resounding flop leaving the undewvriters nursing substantial losses. At
the end otApr. 97, Azlan issued a statement saying than results for the year to April would be in line with expectations.
We - like everyone else - th0ught the pessimism towards Azlan had been overdone. The shares rose considerably to
over £6 - or close to the rights issue price again. We wrote what now looks to be an excruciatin
comment ending "Score so far Warburg City 0Az/an Athlete 5".
Then the thunderbolt struck. On 13th June Azlan☂s shares were suspended at 555p ☜in the light of certain unresolved
accounting issues which will have a material effect on the results".
On the 10th Oct. we learnt the full ghastly news. Although revenue was up from £196.5m to £292.9m, ratherthan the
expected £14.8m profit a £14.1m loss was announced with a further 28m expected in the current six months. The
cause was a catalogue of mismanagement, inadequate control and, quite possibly, serious deception. Managers had
ordered grossly more stock than required at the year end in orderto get quantity discounts, stock rotation (i.e. returning
out of date stock to suppliers within the agreed time limits) had not happened, marketing incentives had been taken to
profit but not claimed from suppliers and an amazing £3.3m (22.1 m from one supplier) had to be written off invoices
which could not be reconciled. We could go on. Perhaps the most damning allegation from KPMG was that even those
controls that were in place were "being overridden by senior management". Basically it looks as if the frantic wish to
meet targets expected by the City had led to some pretty disturbing practices.
In order to save itself, Azlan undertook a 2-for-1 rights issue at, wait for it, just 37p, to raise £24.2m, The issue was
fully underwritten by Warburgs. And if the shareholders don☂t like it (and who can blame them if they don't - the 11%
Kleinwort Benson stake alone has fallen from £29m to only £1.4m!) the present Azlan board has said that it will have
no alternative but to appoint the receivers. But the Azlan board also said that it believes that ☜legal action, involving
potentially substantial claims, might be made against the company by certain existing and former shareholders☝. if
this does happen, the whole refinancing package could be put in jeopardy as the new banking facilities appear to be
dependent on this not happening.
Directors and managers

Since all these sins were perpetrated, there have been major changes.
- 18 Azlan staff (but not directors!) face disciplinary action and many of these have already resigned.
- CEO Chris Martin has already resigned (without compensation) accepting "ultimate responsibility". But, based on
the management accounts, he had been paid £120K in bonuses for the year but has since repaid £100K.
- FD Adrian Lamb has resigned his FD role but has remained as an employee to "assist with enquiries". He had been
paid £50K in bonuses based on these now highly erroneous management accounts. So far we understand he has not
made any repayment.
- Mike Brooke stepped down as non exec. Chairman. We were rather interested to see that his fees for this had
increased from £55K to E100K in FY97. He has since been paid a further £26.5K in compensation.
- There were other NEDs during the course of the fiasco. Gordon Skinner has resigned but Tony Flobinson (MD of
Cap-Gemini UK) has not. Indeed he says he will buy shares when re-listed to the value of £20,000.
- Barrie Morgans, ex-MD IBM UK, Was appointed on 28th Apr. 97 - the day of the fateful ☜we will meet expectations"
announcement. The next few months must have been hell. Morgans has now (had to?) assume the mantle of
Chairman and CEO. Peter Bertram has been brought in as the new FD. Mind you they could well be rewarded highly
if Azlan does recover. They have been granted options with exercise prices of £BOOK and £600K respectively.
- Brian Walsh (former FD 0le Group) jbins as a NED but only when/ifthe new financing is finalised.
Finally, let us not forget KPMG. Now rewarded with furtherfees of £1.2m to undertake the investigation whereas they
have been auditors throughout and had issued statements of comfort at the time of the rights issue last November. If

we know that you will
rs, auditors, directors

gly embarrassing

  

 

   

 

we were a shareholder, this is one further resignation we would demand.

The consequences Gross-

responsibility. As well as damaging individual reputations, it has

also damaged investor faith in our industry. Your and my pension

MDlS, Coda and other sorry tales of the past, the effect on investor confidence in our sector's ability to manage its own
companies could be the lasting, infamous legacy of Azlan.

it contributed 41% of the profits. If these higher margin businesses can be exploited whilst controls on the products
side stabilise profits there, Azlan could be in for a major and rapid recovery. At 37p, the rights issue mightjust prove to

There are no excuses. This was totally avoidable and ALL
directors ♥ executive and non executive ~ should accept full Produc☁ £2663", 91% £84m 63%

Training £21.5m 7% £5.5m 41%

f d h I t t h It f ☜_ t h Services £5.1m 2% -£0.5m
un s ave 05 cu as avea o o sma Inves orsw owere -TOTAL_£292'9m-_E13'4m

naive enough to believe what directors told them. Just like the

But what of the future? Our support of Azlan☂s move into training and services - particularly our support of its
acquisition of Akam - is fully supported by the figures shown in the table. Although Training makes only 7% of revenues

be the investment of the decade. Indeed, when trading resumed on 28th Oct., they closed the first day on 72p.
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Excellent results from Druid Group
The Druid Group was the subject of an M30 infDec. 93 organised by MD David Thompsonf backed by Candover

and Phoenix. Druid is involved in the high growth SAP and; to a lesserex'tent, Oracle Applications development
market. They'floated onthe main market at 275p'in Not/.196 with a capitalisation. en otius't under £59m.'The PiE☁on'
flotation was around 40 {which many (certainlyusl) felt
was ☜at the high end". But We have all been☁proved wrong
as since then the share price has recketed☁andended'
Get. on 678p -'a premium of 147% to the new' issue
price less than a year ago. - ' '
The results for the year to 30th Jun. 97 were excellent.

Revenue rose 84% to £22.1m. PBT increased 66%:to,
£5m with EPS up an even higher 88%. The majority or
the revenue comes from the UK and continental Europe
but revenue now also comes from as far afield as the.
US, Russia and Jamaica. FD Richard Kimber explained
that the lower PBT growth was due to the cost of moving
to larger offices and thetrebling of its sales and marketing
team. He also said that the previous year☂s figures were
artificially high because of a glut of payments for long
term projects. Overall staffnumbers have nearly doubled
in the year to 260. '
Chairman David Tebbs commented ☜Druid achieved excellent growth in 1996/97; and t '
perform well in the current financial year. Our broadly based order backlog☁conjtinuest
potential clients. We believe that Druid remains well positioned to Win-its share Olaf 'o☁

Druid Group plc
Revenue and PBT
Record since MBO

22.2." nan

 

  

   

I > siness has☁coniinued to
new as oes burpipeline of,

' Their client base

 

is mainly blue chips and across a wide range of industries. Although☁SAF☂implementation consultancy remains☁the
core of Druid's business, the newer Oracle Applications practice has f☁g☁rowri rapidly to beCome one of the largest
independent consulting forces in the UK",1
The only sad news is the forthcoming departure at the end of the year'ofthe mUc☁h respected MD David'Thompson ☜on
the basis of medical advice". John Pocock, Druid☁s Commercial Director, is to replace him. we; Wish'frhOmp'son well;
Comment. Druid is changing itself into a more sophisticated solutions provider.This means more repeat business, a
wider spread of activities and fewer ties to any particular software provider - all good news,l\nalys_ts are now predicting
1998 PBT of £6.4m - a forward PIE of a rather more modest 27.

What☂s happening at INSTEM?
INSTEM (control systems for power stations etc.) seems

to be about to become one of the first MBOs of a publicly
quoted SCSI company. INSTEM's major shareholder, US
Harnischfeger with 35%, has agreed to sell to a new
company, Metsin (backed by VC Alchemy Partners). With
INSTEM☂s Chairman and founder (in 1969) David Gare
and FD David Sherwin☂s stake. Metsin has over 50%.

Although the deal was done at 210p - a premium of 35p

to the previous closing price - there were institutional
rumblings thatthe price was too low. But lNSTEM☂s results
over the past few years, although consistent, have hardly

been exciting. The share price has since risen to end Oct.
on 205p.

(Andersen Consulting and Sears
News in Computer Weekly (30th Oct. 97) that Sears was
ending its £133m p.a. outsourcing contract with Andersen
Consulting is pretty significant. It was, after all, one of
the largest such deals eversigned in the UKand certainly

the largest such involving a retailer. It has fallen apart as
the grand plan to centralise IT has been scuppered

[because the individual Sears businesses are being
allowed to do their own thing prior to being sold, floated
or whatever.
It is said that Andersen will not suffer too much after the
compensation payments. Financially that is. But what of

the reputation of the Andersen consultants who

recommended that Sears outsourced its lTin the first place
(☂to, er, um, Andersen Consulting" Source ~ The Tlrnas 30th
Oct. 97)? But Sears - and its lT staff who relocated ~ will
pay a heavy price, as might the reputation of outsourcing

Compel placing to buy Abtex
Compel raised £2.95m in a placing at 251p to fund the

acquisition of Scottish PC dealer Abtex Systems. Price
to be paid is up to £45m with £2.5m deferred pending
profits to Jun. 99. Abtex made operating profits of £407K
on revenues of £12.7m in the six months to Jun. 97.
Chairman Neville Davis told this month☂s AGM that
Compel had entered the new year "in a strong position
and progress to date has been good☝. Compel shares
ended Oct. up 5% at 271p - a 117% premium to the Sep.
94 new issue price.

ECsoft Group continues expanding
UK NASDAQer ECsoft has acquired Norwegian

application development company Information
Management AS. N was set up to serve Norway☂s

growing client-server market. Payment is wholly in shares
with the final consideration dependent on lM☂s results.
So far ECsoft has paid over shares to the value of $5m -

with the maximum earnout double this.

ECsoft also announced 03 results showing revenue up

25% at $17.6m, profits up 50% at $1.3m but EPS
unaltered. ECsoft was an IPO in Dec. 96 at $10 and, after
a bumpy first few months, have performed well since

ending Oct. 97 on $17.62.

   _J
\in general.

 

OpenTrade Technologies
CTG Holdings has acquired MTi Trading Systems from
the receivers creating a new operation called OpenTrade
Technologies Ltd. Joel Jervis has become CEO.
OpenTrade will have rev. of 25m in 1997 with 27m
projected for 1998. Further acquisitions are planned with
negotiations "at an advanced stage"with three companies.
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4 to 130p. The company says it knows no reason forthe fall
5☂ ° ' - and that results will be "at least☝ in line with expectations.
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Quality Software has issued 648,700 shares to Salomon

Bros. UK Equity which represents 4.76% of the enlarged

equity. This will raise c£1.6m net at the issue price of 245p
for additional working capital. Also, Alan Mordain. one of
QSP☂s founders, has sold shares equal to 5.1% of the equity

realising £1 .7m, leaving him with a minuscule 0.4% holding.
Intelligent Environments has placed 1.1m shares at 27p
with Finsbury Technology Trust to raise £300K.

Staffware is placing 465K shares at 275p to raise c£1.8m.

New (Apr. 97) AIM company Comino has acquired

Excelsis for a maximum of £2.25m - part cash, part shares.

Excelsis operates in the same market (housing association
systems) as Comino☂s Context subsidiary and made a loss
of £66K on 1996 revenues of £42m.
Kewill Systems has acquired Alpha-Numeric Systems
and Alpha-Numeric International for an initial £1 m cash

and a maximum of up to £2.3m in total depending on profits

to Mar. 99. Alpha-Numeric develops electronic label print
systems and had 1996 revenue of £3.6m and PET oi
£130K. HBO has acquired AT&T's UK specialist healthcare
division. thus continuing AT&T☁s IT services disposal
programme.

Contrary to what Chairman John Perry told us last month,

Mike Tillbrook☁s MMT Computing has now increased its

stake in Trace from 9.2% to 10%.
Fayrewood plc (not one of the most familiar SCSI
companies) has acquired ComputerLinks
Computerhandels AG - a German computer networking
and services company - for £4.75m cash + 1.46m shares
+ £2.25m cash (deferred).

Trevor Burke, the founder of Phonelink. has sold 8.3% of
the company to Reggeborgh (a private Dutch company)
for £2.4m or 60p a share. Reggeborgh has an option on

Burke☂s remaining 34.7% by Apr. 98 at 80p. But, oh how

the mighty have fallen. The Burke☂s at one stage headed
our ☜richest in the industry☝ listings. That was when the
shares hit 424p in 1994.
Sema (via SG-RS) has acquired a 70% stake in French

disaster recovery operation. Europe Assistance
Intormatique adding c£2m revenues.
Anite has managed to dispose of some prime building land
at Egham, Surrey to Fairview New Homes. This is part of

the majestic estate which Anite vauired when it bought
PE International. It will bring in much needed £2m cash
now, 22m on planning permission plus further payments.

Network Technology has acquired Bits per Second Ltd

for around £300K.

US Harbinger Corp. has acquired Manchester-based EDI
company - Atlas Products International Ltd - for $11 .8m
in shares. Guardian, the UK disaster recovery operation,
has acquired TeleVault "the automatic on-Ilne data storage
facility of Securicor's SecurIT subsidiary". No
consideration disclosed. Guardian saystheirown revenues

are now in excess of £22m.
4Frcnt has made its first acquisition in Continental Europe
by acquiring Eurcsystems ~ a French and Belgium-based

TPM and networking business with a contract base of c$4m
- for $560K cash + $600K worth of shares.
Action Computer Group has acquired Bucks~based PC
dealer Fraser Associates for £3.46m. Fraser had rev. of

£32.8m andoperating profits of £448K in the year to 3151
Jul. 97. This increases Action's rev. to >£200m ☜a signi cant
milestone on the route to the company☂s goal of £500m. "
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Syntegra acquisition - but what of the future?
Syntegra has acquired French lT consultancy Alcoria for
an undisclosed sum. We suspect it☂s quite small as even
Alcoria☂s MD, Francois Pelissier said ☜Ours is a small
business with huge skills and a growing international
customer base".
But of course, the real BT news is still unfolding. Last month
we had combined our reviews for our latest report of
Syntegra and MCI Systemhouse. Syntegra told us not to
until it was a ☜done deal". A few days later the WorldCom
bid for MCI was announced. However, there is still hope
that the GTE counterbid would presen/e Concert and might
even allow some kind of alliance of the SI businesses. But
it does look as if a UK-owned $2 billion revenue SCSI
company is now as far off as ever.

our own System Housemnews. -
We started System House eight years ago in Sep. 89 and
applied to register the trademark soon afterwards. SHL

 

☜Systemhouse objected andtheresmrteda long and
frustrating period with, bluntly, SHLbein'g far lrom☂helpful.
We offered to limit the trademark to periodicals but SHL
didn☂t seem to like that either.
Anyway this month the Patent Office has thrown out SH L☂s
claims and found in our lavour...with no restrictions.
Price Waterhouse buys into Origin
Price Waterhouse is already in the throes of a merger

with another top accountancy firm, Coopers & Lybrand.

But in the meantime, PW is taking a minority stake in Origin
(owned 82% by Philips) with both the size of the stake
and the final price still to be decided. Post the merger and
stake. the enlarged group, will have annual revenues of

$4.8 billion (against Anderson's $5.3 billion) and nearly
40,000 management and IT consultants worldwide.

Although Philips remains ☜totally committed to Origin☝
according to new chief financial officer Jan Hommen, they

☜would like to see Origin less dependent on Philips". Some
45% of Origin's income originates from the Philips group.
As we have said many times before. the big are really

getting bigger and bigger and we can see no immediate
and to this process.

UK-based Autonomy heads for NASDAQ
UK☁based Autonomy is only about a year old. With the
help of VCs English National investment Go. and Apax
(both owning 20% each). Autonomy has developed an
intelligent internet search engine. It lost £2.6m on revenue
of just £164K in the seven months from inception to Stst
Dec. 96, but reckons sales could exceed £10m in 1997.
Autonomy is now heading for a NASDAQ IPO with "a
valuation of $100m to $150117☝ which even the FT (29th
Sep. 97) described as "ambitious". We will keep you posted
as events develop. This month Rage Software sold its
884K share stake in Autonomy for £1.1m to M-J
Technologies.

Chemical Design auditors resign
Appointa new CEO and FD and what doyou usually get?
A review followed by a profits warning.
Chemical Design (software for biotech and
pharmaceutical companies) was a new issue in Aug. 96
at 110p and had more than doubled in price since. Interims
to 30th Jun. 97 showed a loss of £79K on revenues up
70% at £1.1m. Shares halved in price to end Oct. 97 on
120p - about the same as the new issue price.
The auditors have tendered their resignation due to
disagreements over afurther £554K which they think

should have been charged to the P&L account in FY96.

     System House _



Tetra prepares for float
UNIX business and accounting software developer Tetra
is to float on the main market in November. Tetra has had
its problems in the past but is now back in profit. In the
year to 31st May 97 they made profits of £2.8m on
revenues of £22.4m. The float is expected to value Tetra
at around £40m. Tetra will raise between £15/E20m of
which c£3m will be new money.

Founders Shaun Dowling (non-exec. Chairman) and ex-

director Ftod Cooke are expected to sell half of their

combined 60% holding, realising c£12m.

More news next month.

 

,asking'foroujr:reaction andlo views ☜

is probably none

'1.) Our» SCSl☁ Index tau-isle:

  

Quantum leap for MAID V _ » I 2 .,
MAID has now confirmed the acquisitionof US Knight-
Fiidder Information at $420m with a further $30m 'of
transaction costs and $10m for reorganisation (atotal of.
c£286m). The deal will be funded by acombination of,
debt and a placing of 0E1 20m of new shares at'220p. The
enlarged company (to be renamed The Dialog

Corporation after completion in November) will be one
of the world☂s largest on-line data and information'provider.
This is a very brave deal for CEO Dan Wagner. KRI last
year had sales of $290m (£180m) which dwarfs MAID-☁5
£21m. in addition MAID made a£7m los's'whilst KRI made .
a profit of $11.3m (£7m). But this poSiiion reversed the
first half of this yearwhen KRl☁s profits haveibeenvwipe'd'
out by heavy investment on flat sales and MAID made a
£2m pro t on increased revenue of £14m.
Dan Wagnenas always, is bullish. He stresses the "perfect

match☝ and said "In one step we have achieved what it
would take us yearsto do othen/vise☜. The new operation
will be a world leader - with 25% of the on♥line information
market ~ compared with Lexis Nexis 24% share. Evidently
senior KRI management is staying on and will receive
shares in the placing but thepresent senior MAID team

will obviously be in charge of Dialogwith Wagner as CEO,
Michael Mander (Chairman) and David Mattey (FD) on
the new board. v I '

But this deal is about as high risk as they come. Dialog
will have to pay upwards of £16m a year to service the
debt and intends to axe 300 jobs to make £20m cost
savings. The uncertainty caused by the takeover affected

MAID☂s sales in 03 which were ☜flat☝ at £7.3m. MAiD☂s
valuation is based on every faster increasing sales and

this is the first such ☜reversal☝.
But let's not be too negative. The UK needs more young
entrepreneurs like Dan Wagner. Call him brave or
foolish...at least he☁s going for itl We wish him luck.

   
505/080
With UK revenues of £765m and £437m respectively in
their last financial years, EDS and Computer Sciences
(080) are ranked #1 and #4 in the UK. Their performance

is pretty relevant to the whole sector.

But EDS has not had the best of times since its spin out
from GM in Jun. 96 at $58. Results for 03 (to end Sep.
97) show revenue up a minimal 4.6% at $3.73b but profits
down 14% at $230m.
In comparison, CSC☂s results for the same quarter looked
better with revenue up 16.5% at $1 .6b and profits up 19%
at $59m.
But investors in both companies have suffered - EDS down
44% at $32.5 and 080 at $72 down 16% from the $86
high reached roughly a year ago
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Crisis? . What V .1 _
headers Will not not mg or: the turbmenoe in'the
markets in October. We'were undated With-media calls

he effects in our
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V _ __GED,on. the month
Compared to a}8%☂decliriein the☁E☁TSETOQ; ☁ . - 3 "
2) Our SCSI indeXgis8%'higherthanat'the start of119'96
and 7% higher .thanza year. ☁ago. (Sist30ct;☂96).-Thls'is.
low☁erthan the 19%" H N f' V I _. .inth'e period;
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3) Nearly 60% eta☜ 8051' shares are higher than afyear
ago. , v- . p
4) Indeed. over 40% ☁of all:SCSl stocks are at, or within
10%, oftheir 52~week high. 1 . .' I .
5) Over. 20% of allstocksare >50%-hig☁her.and six have
more.thanldoubled.,'r'he bestp'erforrners have beejni ☝ ☁
-Trad¢i4162%' ' " ' ☁ I " =" ' ☁
☁Druid +5146% " ☂
'Total;+138%v _ ,-'.:

☁Gapitaupizaw☁f' . , :1 ☁
~ MSB lntern☁ationaland Micro pcusxbothwtjjéé/g. _ a
(For completeness, the worst perfonnersi-we're' Virtuafity
and Wakebourne, which; appointed the receivers, followed
byAzlanandOnabemand,bothdown 91%). v ' .
6) One ofthe most usual effects of ad☁OWntum' in the market
Lean abrupt halt to new i☁ssua's☁.As☁ can be seen, newissues

a I v e . , . .

continued at
a high level
with "04v
promising to
be a bumper
period.

It. could, of
course, all
end in tears.
But you
should have
no need of
the Kleenex
based on
events to date.
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SCSI Index 2855.16
FTSE 100 4342.30
300 AIM 1341 97
1755911:

Sc 1 ' E . BDO FT§E
lndu 4'00 . mi 11111.! smaii☁

-0.H%
4185.52☁b
421113111.
003.35%

SCSI Index ends October unaltered
Superscape staged a recovery 4 up 70% this month, but still 65% lower ammo.☜

than at the start of 1997 - on news of several significant JVs for their 3D "7"W☂Twm
Internet browser. Newcomer NSB had a superb reception; putting on 46%.

Druid (up 37%) and Harvey Nash (up 33%, see p2). Total (up 24%)
benefitted from continued buying from MMT Computing (also up 21%).

   

    
    

     

   

  

  

  
 
 
 
 

   

  

Month (29/9/97 - 31/10I97)
From l5|h M39
From 1siJan9o
From tlean 91

-7.24%
405.80%
oi05.01'/.
4124.141;

  
    
  
 
 
 
  

 

. . . FrumlsIJan92 473.25% 494.237.
Although Azlan (see p3)had a good reception compared to Its 37p rights Egmgm 1m: 13%;:
. . . . . . . . 7 n 7 -

issue, it did record a 88% fall from its pre suspenston price. Omnlmedla FrornlstJanas «30.45% .5735».
FromIstJaHSS 426.42% 031.25%

(down 44%) and Chemical Design (down 43% - see p7) led the falters. From lstJen 97 46.54%

PSR Share price snare price Capitalisetlon Caprteilsatlon
snare Prlce Capitalisatton Hlslorlc Ftatlo cst ineex % mova °. move ova (Em) rn ve (Em)
31/10/97 2 31110197 Em P/E OaJFtev 31/10/97 rice 29/9/97 in 1997 since 29/9/97 n 1997

Admlral . 6369.70m . . 21 1 43.96 17.00% 60.27% £53.70m
AFA Systems . £13.50m . 937.50 «1.26% 43.35% -£O.60m
AI☂T . 635.com . . 1150.00 2.99% 15.00% £1.00m
Anlte . 2102.1 0m . 251.46 -4.44% 17.31 % -£4.80m
Azlan . £69.20m . 232.61 -BB.29% 433.55% -61 27.80m
Geocentre . £46.10m . . 1 450.00 2.34% 1 3.50% £1.30m
caplte . £590.80m . . 27337.34 6.92% 90.74% £38.20m
Cedardata . £34.40m 1 033.33 1 9.69% 56.60% £5.70m
CFS . £6.62m 994.44 4 2.63% 7.19% -£0.96m
Chemical Design . £7.92m 1 090.91 42.36% 4 7.24% -£5.98m
Cllnlcal Computing . £9.41m 302.42 - 25% 25.00% -£O.59m
CMG . £697.30m 4775.36 623% 64.33% »s:59.30m
Coda . £46.30m 746.31 5.41% 63.26% £2.50rn
compel . £75.20m 21 64.00 4.64% 53.26% £6.40m
Gomlno . £17.50m 11 15.33 -3.65% 1 1.54% £0.90m
CRT Group . 6491.1 cm 3577.73 10.02% 23.30% £96.60m
DCS Group . £57.3om 4375.00 .7.41 % 273% £0.30m
Delphi Group . £201.00m 2951.85 4.35% 539% -£2.00m
Diagonal . 1:96.40m 1392.73 11.70% 39.27% £10.10m
Division Group . £17.20m 975.00 42.36% -29.09% -£2.40m
DFts Date a. Research . £3.33m 222.73 5.77% 0.00% >20.51m
Druld . £1 55.10m 2463.64 36.07% 99.26% £41.70m
EDP . £14.4om 1634.02 43.52% -20.29% ~23.30m
Eidas . £118.30m 7000.00 43.53% -3.11% ~£1B.60m
FIGrOUP . £199.30m 2055.32 6.93% 13.03% £12.90m
Flomarlcs . £3.35m 1 000.00 0.00% -39.53% £0.00m
Gresham Computing . £5.34m 274.1 9 46.39% -51.43% -£1.63m
Harvey Nash , £80.30". 1 657.14 33.33% 65.71 % £20.20m
Highams Systems . £10.20m 1 597.22 -4.1 7% 4 5.75% »£0.50m
lllon (was Persona) . £63.30m 1 700.00 4 5.66% 4 1.97% ♥£12.60m
INSTEM . £9.63m 2050.00 0.00% 41.36% £0.0om
intelligent Environments . £5.52m 250.00 600% -63.65% -£0.E)Bm
is Solutions . 2701 m 1 100.75 10.07% 10.07% £0.62m
.JBA Holdings . £350.40m 5964.33 1 1.66% 80.66% £36.60m
Kalamazoo £27.20m 1314.29 20.63% -40.93% -£7.10m
Kewlll . £69.30m 21 54.1 5 -2.o7% 4.1 1 % .61.40m
Loglca _ £61 7.70m 231 5.07 0.60% 43.00% £3.70m
London Erldge ☁ £1 1 0☁60,☜ 1 907.50 3.53% 90.75% £3.70m
Lorlen . £62.40m 3650.00 1 5.67% 3.63% £8.50m
Lynx Holdings . £101.00m 2450.00 297% 13.29% ~23.10m
M-H Group 4 253.60,☜ 330.95 0.52% 1 2.94% £0.30m
Macro 4 . £66.00m 1 350.31 0.00% -31.63% £0.00m
MAID . £204.90m 1 954.55 4 .1 5% 6.70% -£2.40m
MDIS . £02.30m 151.92 1.23% 19.70% £1.10m
Micro Focus _ £31 140," 9391.30 5.32% 1 1 1.03% »215.60m
Mlcrogen £40.00m 431.62 -9.42% {12.57% -£4.20m
Microvltec V 21030". 323.1 7 .1 3.1 1 % ~53.51 % ~21 .60m
Mlsys , £1,302.00m 3737.56 259% 34.57% -i:35.00m
MMT Computing , £74.90m 3744.05 21 .31 % 10.1 6% :1 3.20m
Mondas . £4.67m 1 020.00 29% 336% -£0.06m
Moorepay . £29.70m 4640.90 -1 79% 37.50% -£0.50m
MSB international . £1 14.30m 2960.53 19.05% 51.32% £16.90rn
NSB Retell , £1530." 1456.52 45.65% 45.65% 俉5.10m
OmnlMedla . 60.31 m 1 6.67 44.44% «86.84% -EO.24m
on Demand . £3.59m 33.33 -35.00% -35.56% -£1.92m
Oxlord Molecular . £173.50m 3000.00 43.32% 32.56% -£27.9om
Parity . £246.30rn 31009.77 3.14% 29.72% £7.50m
Pegasus . :1 7.00m 663.49 931% 34.39% -£1.90m
Phonellnk . £20.00m 267.74 -2.35% 31.97% -£O.50m
proteus . 220.50m 440.49 4.33% 4.33% .60.30m
Quality Sortwere . £32.30m 625.00 1.06% 1 6.42% £1.70m
Radius . £1 2.20m 31 5.22 -2.25% 410.95% -£0.30m
Raga . 610.40m 163.46 6.56% 63.04% -£0.60m
Heel Time control . 俉21.90m 6397.96 11.1 7% 34.34% £2.20m
Habus . 690.00m 932.95 13.32% 19.31 % £9.7Dm
Recognlllon Systems . £5.26m 276.57 -31.53% -66.67°/e -£2.44m
Riva . :1 1.00m 252.30 5.97% 51.06% £0.60m
RM . £164.20m 5271.43 11.14% 43.79% £16.50m
Rolls .1. Nolan . £39.90m 3571.43 42.41% 47.24% -65.70m
Romtec . £5.33m 1 640.00 5.1 3% 27.33% £0.26m
Ftoyatbtue . £79.40m 1 41 4.71 6.69% 41.47% 25.1 0m
Sage Group . £757.50.☜ 27307.59 3.95% 33.96% £24.90m
Sanderson Electronics . 243.40711 1 608.51 42.07% ♥37.00% {0.90m

868 Group . £9.43m 1335.00 16.59% 33.50% 21.35m
Science Systems . £25.60m 1166.67 16.67% 16.67% 23.7001
Some Group . £1,541.00m 4213.34 3.47% 23.50% 952.com
Sherwood . 俉312.20m 3125.00 11.94% 92.31% £233.40m
Skillsgroup . £32.20m 567.26 »1 2.76% 4 3.39% -£05.70m
soargo Consulting . £14.90m 1 257.69 .2.45% -1 7.37% -:0.40m
Stenware . £33.90m 1 244.44 0.00% 7.90% 21.40m
Superscepe :1 2.20m 702.02 69.51 % 435.03% 24.9am
Systems lntegreteo . 21.34m 96.96 909% 42.36% -Eo.13m
Total . £7.53m 1 41 5.09 23.97% 1 56.62% £1.47m
Trace . 611.20m 620.00 14.31% 121.43% £1.48m
Tried . £70.20m 2062.96 1 4.37% 32.94% 66.90m
Vega Group . £34.60m 1 344.26 20.64% 4 5.39% £5.90m
Xavier . 24.95m . . 625.00 571% -25.00% -EO.30m
Zero . 620.70m . . 2307.69 46.67% 22.41% {4.10m
Non: CSI Index set 31 1000 on 15111 April 1939. Any new entrants to the Stock achange are elloceteo an index oi 1000 based on the issue price. The CSI Index is n01 Watghlad. 1'4 change In the
share price or the largest company has the same etiect as a similar change tor the smallest company.
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Recognition Systems breaks into US
We met with Dr David Bounds of Recognition Systems
and were greatly impressed by this highly innovative UK
company. They specialise in intelligent software which
enables companies, like insurance companies, utilities,
to manage their customer relations better by examining

customer transactions. Recently they have been
successful by breaking into the US with an initial $430K
deal with the Dime Savings Bank and others with the

Prudential and Sears &Roebuck.

To fund this expansion Recognition is raising £1.9m in a
4♥for-11 rights issue at 21p. They also announced that
the loss in the year to 30th Sep. 97 would not exceed
£2.26m (loss £1.27m last time).

Of course that 21p right issue price is at a massive
discount to the 70p new issue price back in May 96. But
let☁s be bold for once. Recognition is exactly the kind of
innovative UK company that deserves to succeed. It
would have had a great reception on NASDAQ. So, if the

UK wants to retain such companies, perhaps it should
put its money where its mouth is for once.
If 70p looked steep, 21p looks a very exciting bet.

   

No bugs at Dr Solomon☂s

 

A Letter ,fromRobin Guenier v
We offered Robin Guenier (see [111) an opportunity to put his

views but: unfortunately doth have space'to print this in. full.
Gu☁enier says "Reports. of the demise of Toskforce 2000 are
Exaggerated. We arcan independentnotjforspro tcompaoy with '
private Well as publicfunding. At present lévels ofoctivity, we
can keep going for three ,ojrffotlr monthsiv wejwill ~ but more
maybe dif cult. ' I V I j ' , ☁ ,.
Taslgbrce 2000 is uniquely placed toful l a'critical role; to
continue to tujm high levels of superficial. awareness into
understanding, to ask the_ di ☁iculr questions and possibly to
establish afocusfor o strategic 'vi☁ew ofthc☁dotcfchdnge'prooiérrt
as events develop. Wé havoan'eirc'ellent troclcjfeco d, ☁an
internationol reputation, a'strattg Midge and established ;
and increasingly☝ good media relationships. It scams senseless to '
stop now. But We cannot cantinueWitlrout nding; Sago: {did-
this time'last year! do: askingfor ' industry italp. I _ V >

Why shouldyou? Well, thisprobleng shows signs afgqing horribly
Wrong: look at the current Cop .Gjem'ini report anoutcome' I

long rammith to:
the [Tindth [know that Taskforce 2000 cart contribute to the

 

Would bring ie'n'ible' diocrcdit ondzl suggest,

avoidance ofsuchyan'owcorrref☂L , , ' -, I ,,
So if you wish to:help, please contact Robin Gnomes at; 0707]
83200(ph0i1¢). 01582 832827 (fax) or guenier©compuservecom

  
 ☁_ System House

"Dr Solomon☂s Software is the world leader in computer virus detection, identification and repair" Even in the US Dr.
Solomon☂s is currently the #3 ranked anti-virus software provider in the market behind Symantec and McAfee.
In Feb. 96, 8&8 changed ownership (and its name to Dr Solomon☂s Group plc) as a result of an Apax and ISL-backed
MBO led by Leary. Dr. Alan Solomon continued as a non exec. However, the much respected Dr Solomon Data
Recovery business became a separate organisation - AuthenTec which remains owned byAIan and Susan Solomon.

The remaining Dr Solomon☂s Group has over 300 staff worldwide with offices in the UK, US and Germany. In addition
they have 40 international distribution partners which provide services in 80 countries.

On 27th Nov. 96 Dr Solomon's became the first company to start trading on the new EASDAQ market. Mind you, they
"hedged their bets☝with a simultaneous NASDAQ listing too. The IPO was at $17 per share valuing them at $310m.
The NASDAQ price has since increased by 80% to $30.63 at the end of Oct. 97
Financial performance has been...exemplary. Revenues increased by 61% to £37.2m and PBT more than tripled
from £2.86m to £8.9m in the yearto 31st May 97. Indeed orders outside the UK were up 109% and non-UK revenues
now represent over 40% of total revenues.

The excellent performance has continued in Q1 FY98 (three months to 31st Aug. 97) with operating profits nearly

doubled to £3.0m and revenues (net of deferrals) up 67% at £11.7m. This month Dr Solomon☂s announced (we think)

their first acquisition of the Virex and netOctopus product lines from DataWatch Inc. for $16.75m ~ "the technology

leader in Apple Mac anti-virus protection☝.

 

r MBO good for First Software ' ' ☂ .- . v ~ . . . ☁.
Under the previous Squire/Harrison regime, Oracle UK had built a fairly maior application software and services business,
The problem was that much of it was ☜locally-based☝ whereas Oracle Qorp. wantedto develop☁applicaticnswhichcould
be exploited worldwide. The new Oracle UK regime was urged to implement a diSposal'programme. g ' ' I
In Jul. 95, Oracle☂s local authority operations undertook an M80 creating First Software]. it looks as if the executive
directors put in about £200K to buy a majority stake with MD John Walsh ending up the biggest shareholder with a.c40%

    

         

stake. Unusually, no VCs were involved as Oracle retained a minority stake. There are £650K☁ in preference'shares to'be,
redeemed between 2000 and 2002. We have just obtained the accounts for the first full trading year to 31st Dec. 96
showing revenues of £6.8m and PBT of £547K. Although a pretty ☜acceptable esult . a number offactdrs'~ iorexampie
the costs of moving out of Oracle☁s premises - hit profits} But we were more than a Flrs☁ So ware
little concerned that First Software has now started to capitalise product development
to the tune of £316K in the year. Revenues for 1997 will exceed £10m. ♥ Growth

On the surface it might look as it First Software☂s systems to collect council tax, manage Housing 32 663°
housing benefits and provide management systems for council housing and housing 22:???

I associations, are totally UK~oriented. indeed they claim a 25% UK market share and , r _
are Oracle UK☁s largest ISV. But "overseas opportunities, particulaer for the housing product in both. North America and
the Asia Pacific region☝ look particularly promising. First Software has recently integrated Cedardata☂s cfacs systems to
launch First Financials into the local authority market with the first sales just made. v ' I I
Whether First Software ultimately seeks a quote or gets swallowed up, this does look like another MBO'team that will
realise a significant gain on their investment. But it would be wrong to use First Software☁s successes to criticise Oracle☂s
disposal programme. Their own global applications businesses almost doubled in size in Q1 FY90; making up for
lacklustre performance elsewhere. indeed, many analysts believe this sector will form the majority of Oracle☂s revenues
inthe next fewyears. v - ☂
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AlisanA'sEciates y ' » , y. H V, . _,.. V .
Those of you who attended Richard Holway☂s presentation forthe'pSSAin July 97 Will remember._the section on,
☜notable Chairman's statements of the last ten years☝. , , . , a , _ »_ _ V .
We quoted. Chris Bennett☂s - Chairman of Alison Associates :- retace to his FY95 account☁s☁saymg☂comet/error:
vanity, pro t for sanity..margins will be given pi iorityf☂vwhilst repott g'a £673K PBT. ☁ '. ☁ ☁ ' 3 ' 3' '
We then reported. his contrition the following year as revenues rose by 84% but PBT plummeted-to
difficult iris to write an appropriate Chairman☂s sta'temanr..£"☁hé began his'FYQ'S report! ' ' i i ' . , a, _ ,
Bennett wasn☂t actually present to hear the laughter. But several'of you clearly let him in on the joke and be contacted
us soon after. ' . .

Alison Assomates LtdAnyway, Bennettthis month has sent us his FY97
accounts - sometime beforethey are filed at Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1992

  

  
    

   
    

 
 

  

    

     

seiz-

Companies House. These showa dramatic

recovery withrevenues up 18% at £14.4rn but
PET surging toa "recor " £951 K.
Alison Associates provides systems for Vehicle
manufacturers; specifically systems to manage the
distribution from the plant to the dealer. They☁now

make 55% of its revenues fromoutside the UK.
Bennett owns 60% of the equity, 120 other»
managersand employees own another 21% and
al. the remaining 19%. (3|. bought out a previous
shareholder 9 years ago butzhave never actually

put any new money into the company).
The future? Alison is at an interesting stage.
Expand? Float? Exit? Bennett said ☜After i sent
you Our Fi&A Iread your comment about being
suspicious of the motives of_Chairman whpdid
thls." Readers will have to draw their own conclusions. - g "☂ v , . » g .
Footnote. Attendees at the presentation will also be aware of the none tootlattering statements we made about Total
Systems and its Chairman Terry Bourne. ☁
As a result. we were invited to [Uhch at-ihe end of October. More details next month.

As readers know we got embroiled in the Y2000 debate earlier in the year when we looked at
the supply-side of the debate, determining that Corporate UK couldn☁t spend more than £15
billion (that☂s on internal IT staff and external services) on solving the problem because there
just weren☂t the resources available.

This month Cap Gemini (with additional research from IDC) has launched their Millennium Index which uses our research
extensively. Cap Gemini has added £7b of Y2000 hardware spend to come up with a ☜cost☝ of£23b. Cap Gemini's main
findings are truly scary:

- demand for IT staff to fix the problem will exceed supply by Apr. 98. Rather surprising as only 24% of companies
believe that the lT skills shortage will be a problem to them.
- around 11% of companies will not meet the deadline. A disproportionate number of these will be larger companies
which therefore means that 29% of the UK☂s GDP will be put at risk.
- but that assume everything runs as expected. Slip your schedules by just 3 months and 27% of organisations miss
the deadline and nearly 40% of GDP is at risk.

0 an amazing 13% of large companies surveyed had not even started work yet.

O Retail/wholesale and Finance seem to be the best prepared sectors with the public sector the worst prepared.
. the most "popular" (44%of the total) advice from respondents was that the Government should get its own house in

order. indeed, many peoples☂ fears focus on the DHSS and the Health Service where the likelihood of non compliance

are the highest and the consequences the most serious.

Comment. This is the most seriously conducted Y2000 research we have seen. The results seem completely credible.

More importantly, therefore, its findings seem to point to a high level of user complacency with consequences which

could be disastrous - in every sense of the word. Anyone who thinks that all this extra work is all good for our business
has clearly not been reading our previous reports on the effect that staff shortages are having on our industry with an

unprecedented number of profits warnings already this year. it☂s a bit like saying that overbooking is good for the

reputation ♥ and ultimately the financial performance - of airlines. Clearly not true.
So what is the Government doing about it? Well they have said Goodbye to Robin Guenier of Taskforce 2000. We

have not always agreed with him but, like the Cap Gemini survey above, he did get people to think about the millennium

issues. Mind you the manner of his going looks a bit rough in our opinion. Not 'your fired☝but ☁We have decided to close

your organisation - thanks - and by the way we are starting a new organisation (Action 2000)☝.

Guenier only had about an hours notice of the announcement. Of course, this isjust the way you wouldexpect any right

wing capitalist employer to act... except it was the New Labour Government what done it. But Guenier has obtained

sufficient private funding to keep his operation going until early next year.

Action 2000 looks the same as Taskforce 2000 - and will have minimal public funding - but will now have Oftel regulator

Don Cruickshank as its Chairman.
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☜Unknown☝ appointed as Anite CEO
John Hawkins (3☂) has been appointed, at long last, as
CEO at much troubled Anite.We thought we knew most
of the senior people in the industry but John Hawkins (who
was sales and marketing director at Philips Computer
Operations, a GM at DEC and, more recently, CEO of

Grasby plc) has passed us by. Judging by the calls we
have had, few of our readers have heard of him either.
So we called Mike Shone - MD of Anite Systems - who
said "I have never heardof him. I look forward to meeting
him. lam sure our Chairman Alec Daly has done the right
thing". So we are sure your concerns are misguided.
Appointing an unknown hardware/electronics guy to head
a company which makes all of its profits from IT services
.just must be the typically sensible move we would expect
from an ex-Ford Motor Company Chairman.
Anite needs all the help it can get to restore confidence.
We are not sure that this is the way to achieve that.

Who-wants a SCSI Index?
We found the City Editor☂s comments in the 5th October
edition ot☁i☂h☁e Sunday Telegraph very interesting. Basically

he said that share listings in the FT (and other papers) for
UK quoted software and iT companies was worked on a
☜dustbin"basis. What he meant was (and we fully support
this view) that finding these quoted SCSl companies is a
bit of a lottery. They are mainly filed under Support
Services, but others are under Media, Leisure,

Pharmaceuticals, Electronics etc. This is as decreed by
the FTSE Actuaries Steering Committee ☂ta'quaint group
of publicity shy eggheads☝. ☜Moves were afoot to drag
aCIuaries into the 19905".

But this month FTSE international has found that "it has
not yet proved possible to reach a consensus" on the
constituents of an IT classification. Most of you are dead
against a classification which includes telecoms, media
etc. Indeed, most want a classi cation similar to our own

SCSi index (see page 9), But this index represents only
about 0.7% of the value of the market and to have a

separate classification you need to represent >1 %.

Even so, if anyone wants our SCSI Index, we are open to
offers! I J

 

l Delivery address:

 

.\

'Vega - new contract, new Chairman
Andy Roberts (ex-CEO of Data Sciences) has been
appointed non-exec. Chairman at Vega in place of Flobert
Drummond. Drummond was appointed Chairman at Mo
of John Rigg's Boring companies - Triad and Vega. Triad

decided to rid themselves of Drummond in Jan. 97 and

retained their Boring award by the skin of their teeth.
Triad's share price rose 20p on the news.

Vega took a bit longerto act and paidthe priceNo Boring
Award anymore. Vega's share price also reacted
positively on the news as the combination of Vega's new
CEO Roger Gilbert and Roberts looks powertul. We know

them both and would suggest they were highly
complementary. v

Vega's shares had, in any event, recovered much of the

ground lost after the profits warning last month after the
announcement that they were to take a cam share in the
£275m PFl consortium with Some and CAEto provide
RAF ground based aircrew training. ☁The contract is the
largest in Vega☂s 19 year history" and is clearly a real
Sonic for new CEO Dr. Roger Gilbert.

Software and Computing Services in Europe
We are delighted to announce that the fifth annual edition

of the Software and Computing Services in Europe \
report will be available shortly. Many of you know this
already as your cooperation in supplying us with the very
detailed information it contains has been even more
superb than usual.

With so many readers now operating on a pan♥European
basis - indeed, acquiring quite significantly on the

Continent - what goes on in France, Germany etc. is of

great significance. We have always believed that there is
no substitute for local knowledge. Many of our competitors
try to produce European research from London. That's

why our joint venture with Pierre Audoin Conseil, Nomos

Flicerca and PAC GmbH is not just unique but has made
the report about the most authoritative and insightful
around. Over 70% of Europe☂s leading SCSI players are
customers and almost everyone seems to buy it every
year

jO

   

We enclose a brochure and advance order form.
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